Distance Learning Assignments  
4th Grade – ELA  

Week 2  
Wednesday, 04/01/2020 - Tuesday, 04/07/2020

Focus and Review Standards of the Week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>These are state standards that have been taught in class and are addressed below in this week’s assignments.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● L.4.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● L.4.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● RI.4.10 Read and comprehend information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● RL.4.10 Read and comprehend literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● W.4.2 Write information/explanatory text to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Before you begin, please know that you may message me through School Status if you have any questions. DO NOT let these assignments overwhelm you. These assignments are just like what you have been assigned in class, but are online instead. Have fun! ☺

What To Do After Completing Assignments Each Day:

- Work on your AR Goals. Pick out a book on Epic, read, then take an AR test. The AR link can be found in the ‘Distance Learning Websites’ section of my website or you may click the following link: https://hosted21.renlearn.com/88935/default.aspx
  
AR Magic Number Friday = 10% by April 3rd.
- Journal about what’s happening in our world today.
- Explore Epic or any other resource on my website.

NOTE: PLEASE KEEP YOUR WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS IN A FOLDER OR SOMEWHERE SAFE.
### Assignments this Week:

#### Wednesday – 04/01

1. Log into Epic [www.getepic.com](http://www.getepic.com) (this link is also on my website). Our class code is vpy5038. Find and click your name. Look in your mailbox and read the first 10 pages of *Fur, Fins, and Feathers: Abraham Dee Bartlett and the Invention of the Modern Zoo*.

2. Log into Storyworks [https://storyworks.scholastic.com](https://storyworks.scholastic.com) (this link is also on my website). Our class password is 4jag2020. Scroll down and click on the story, “There Were Giants”. You may listen to or read the story independently. After reading, respond to the following writing question:

   **Question** – *How do Marie and Gramps show their love for each other in the story?*

   Today, plan out your response using evidence to back up the answer.

   **Helpful Hints:**

   You will use the R.A.C.E.S writing strategy to answer this question.

   - **R.A.** – Restate the question and Answer the question (introduction)
   - **C.E.** – Cite Evidence from the text and explain how the evidence supports your answer
   - **C.E.** – Cite Evidence from the text and explain how the evidence supports your answer
   - **S.** – Summarize your answer (conclusion)

---

#### Thursday – 04/02

1. Log into Storyworks [https://storyworks.scholastic.com](https://storyworks.scholastic.com) (this link is also on my website). Our class password is 4jag2020. Scroll down and click on the story, “There Were Giants”. Take out the plan that you worked on yesterday. Today, I want you to write your rough draft. Remember to write in paragraph form. Read as you write. Are you using text evidence? Does your story make sense?

2. Log into IXL [https://www.ixl.com/signin/pleasantelem](https://www.ixl.com/signin/pleasantelem) (this link is also on my website). Use the same username and password that you use in class and at home. Complete IXL assignment S.5 (Identify Supporting Details in Information) with a 90% or higher score. Mrs. Green’s club may stop at 80%.
Friday – 04/03

1. Log into Epic www.getepic.com (this link is also on my website). Our class code is vpy5038. Find and click your name. Look in your mailbox and read the next 10 pages of Fur, Fins, and Feathers: Abraham Dee Bartlett and the Invention of the Modern Zoo.

2. Log into Storyworks https://storyworks.scholastic.com (this link is also on my website). Our class password is 4jag2020. Scroll down and click on the story, “There Were Giants”. Take out the rough draft that you worked on yesterday. Today, I want you to revise and edit your story using the following checklist:

**Revise/Edit Checklist**

1. Is your writing organized into different paragraphs?
2. Did you introduce your topic by restating the question and answering the question in your first paragraph?
3. Did you begin each of your C.E. paragraphs with a main idea sentence introducing your evidence? Did you include all of the evidence from the story to support your answer? Did you explain your evidence?
4. Did you include transitional words or phrases when supporting the evidence such as according to the text, the author stated, etc…?
5. Read each of the paragraphs. Did you use complete sentences, correct capitalization, and correct punctuation?
6. Did you write neatly?

**NOTE** - After revising and editing, you may take a picture of it and send it to me through School Status and I will provide you with some feedback – this optional. Whether you send a picture of your story to me or not, set it aside, in a folder or another safe place. ☺
### Monday – 04/06

1. Log into Epic [www.getepic.com](http://www.getepic.com) (this link is also on my website). Our class code is **vpy5038**. Find and click your name. Look in your mailbox and finish reading *Fur, Fins, and Feathers: Abraham Dee Bartlett and the Invention of the Modern Zoo*.
   - Log into AR [https://hosted21.renlearn.com/88935/default.aspx](https://hosted21.renlearn.com/88935/default.aspx) (this link is also on my website) using the same username (your MSIS #) and password (your initials) that you use in class and take the AR Test for *Fur, Fins, and Feathers: Abraham Dee Bartlett and The Invention of the Modern Zoo* (Quiz #182385).

2. Log into IXL [https://www.ixl.com/signin/pleasantelem](https://www.ixl.com/signin/pleasantelem) (this link is also on my website). Use the same username and password that you use in class and at home. Complete IXL **AA.2** (Which Sentence has the Same Meaning?) with a 90% or higher score. Mrs. Green’s club may stop at 80%.

### Tuesday – 04/07

1. Log into IXL [https://www.ixl.com/signin/pleasantelem](https://www.ixl.com/signin/pleasantelem), this link is also on my website. Use the same username and password that you use in class and at home. Complete IXL **SS.3** (Commas with the Names of Places) with a 90% or higher score. Mrs. Green’s club may stop at 80%.

2. Write a summary to the Epic Book of the Week, *Furs, Fins, and Feathers: Abraham Dee Bartlett and the Invention of the Modern Zoo*. 